
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
PITTSBURGH DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS

WILLIAM S. MOORHEAD FEDERAL BUILDING
1000 LIBERTY AVENUE " 8O •

PITTSBURGH, PA 15222-4186

REPLY TO November 25, 2008
ATTENTION OF

Planning and Environmental Branch

Dear Interested Party:

The Pittsburgh District Corps of Engineers (District) has been authorized by Congress to

clean up the Shallow Land Disposal Area (SLDA), a disposal facility located in Parks Township,
Armstrong County, Pennsylvania that was used between 1961 and 1970 to bury low-level
radioactive waste. A portion of the clean-up process will require closing and removing portions

of an active natural gas pipeline that runs through the SLDA that have come into contact with the

buried radioactive materials. This pipeline is owned and operated by the Dominion Gas

Company.

The gas pipeline to be removed is the sole source of natural gas for the nearby village of

Kiskimere. Consequently, before pipeline closure and removal, the District must take action to

maintain the existing gas service. To accomplish this, the District is proposing to install a new
gas pipeline just outside the perimeter of the SLDA on real estate acquired by the Federal
Government through permanent easements.

To meet the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act for the gas pipeline

relocation, the District prepared an Environmental Assessment (EA) and draft Finding of No

Significant Impact (FONSI) that describes the project and its associated impacts. A copy of the

EA and draft FONSI are attached for your review and comment.

We would appreciate receiving any comments you wish to make on the attached
documents by no later than January 7, 2009. Your comments will be addressed and become part
of the permanent record for the gas line relocation. If you have any questions on this project, feel

free to contact Mr. Larry Moskovitz of my staff at 412-395-7205 or by e-mail at

larry.r.moskovitz @ usace.army.mil.

Enclosures Sincerely,

Curtis N. Meeder
Chief, Planning and Environmental Branch
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Environmental Assessment - Gas Line Re-Routing at SLDA, Parks Township, PA

I. Project Description.

A. Purpose and Need for an environmental assessment.
The purpose of this environmental assessment (EA) is to fulfill-the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers, Pittsburgh District (District) reporting and disclosure requirements under the National
Environmental Policy Act for a proposed plan to re-route an existing natural gas line, owned by
the Dominion Gas Company, that currently runs through the Shallow Land Disposal Area -

(SLDA), a disposal site containing buried radioactive materials. The EA is required to address'
the environmental impacts of the construction-of a new gas line outside of the disposal arehi on
real estate acquired by the Federal Government through permanent easements.

B. Project Background . .. .
~~~~~~. . . . .. .. ... . . . . ..:.. .". , ".'. . .'..

1.) Shallow Land Disposal Area .'- . ". - ..
The ' SLDA is a 44-acre site located in Parks "Township,' Armsfrong Couhty, Pennsylvania

that was used'b~tween'.1961and'4970 to bur'y low-level ftdioacti& wasate 4iat~rials:' Diring that
9-year period, Nuclear Materials and Equipment Company (NUMEC) disposed of radioactive
waste into ten separate pits or. trenches, that occupy 1.2 surface. acre o.ftheq 44-acre site.
Beginning in the late 1950's, NUMEC operated the nearby Apollo.nuclear fuel fabrication
facility to convert enriched uranium for use as fuel for commercial nuclear power plants and for
United States Navy propulsion reactors. Waste from the Apollo facility was disposed of in the
trenches at the SLDA in accordance with the United States Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)
regulations that were in effect at the time. The AEC was the predecessor to the current
Department of Energy.

2.) Prior Reports
The District completed a SLDA Remedial Investigation Report in October 2005 that

identified between 23,500 and 36,700 cubic yards of potentially contaminated waste materials
buried in the ten trenches that will require remediation. A human health baseline risk assessment
conducted at the site determined that the buried radioactive materials pose very little risk to
human health under current conditions. The entire 44-acre site is presently vacant and
surrounded by an actively maintained security fence. However, because the disposal
technologies that were formerly approved by the AEC do not meet current standards, the safety
of the buried contaminants cannot be guaranteed in perpetuity. There is concern that over time
the radionuclides buried within the trenches may gradually leach and contaminate groundwater.
The SLDA is. also susceptible to subsidence from a potential future collapse of abandoned mine
workings that lie beneath the site. Should this happen, mine waters could become tainted by
contact with the buried radioactive waste materials. These contaminated mine waters could
subsequently discharge in an uncontrolled manner into surface streams. To prevent this from
ever happening, the Corps of Engineers has been tasked to remediate the site.

The District completed a Feasibility Study in March 2006 that set forth practicable
contaminant remedial alternatives to ensure that cleanup of the SLDA is conducted in a thorough
manner using current guidelines that will fully protect human health and the environment for a
thousand years. The feasibility study identified two primary treatment alternatives: 1) excavation
of the contaminated material, treatment, and on-site disposal, or 2) excavation of the
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contaminated material, treatment, and off-site dils'Osal at an *ap*Proved location. The study
concluded that the most effect way to treat the site was to completely remove the radioactive
materials buried withinthe trenches and dispose of..hematerials at an approved off-site facility.

3.) On-Site Natural Gas Lines - ".. -

in.the 'Three active ,natural gas lines traverse ihe SLDA site4two in the northern section and one

in the southern section. The two in the northernmsection would'not be affected by the proposed
SLDA remediation program., The gas line in the-s'.uthemrsnectin" of the SLDA supplies natural
gas to customers in the village pfKiskimere (see Figure 2). Because. this gas:line lies v¢ery close
to trenches containing radioactive.waste, for safety reasons, it must be taken out of service before
the trenches are excavated. To maintain service provided by'this'gas line, the District will install
a new section of line around the SLDA adjacent and parallel to the border fence.This will
require that permanent easements be acquired from five private.landholders for the gas line right
of way just outside the boundary of the SLDA. This EA addresses'the impacts to the lands that
would be affected by the gas line installation.

C. Project Authority ' .

By Section-88143(a)(2) of Public Law 107-17 7(January 10, 2002), Congress authorized
the Corps of Engineers to "cleanup radioactive waste" atfthe SLDA, consistent with the
Memorandum of Understanding between the Corps of Engineers and the United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission dated July 5, 2001; and subject to Public Law 106-60, Section 611,
subsections (b) through (e). "

II. Present Environmental Setting

A. Location
' ., ,e SLDA is located in Parks Township, within southern Armstrong County,

Pennsylvaiia, aboui 23 miles east-northeast of Pittsburgh Pennsylvania (see, Figure 1). The
disposal site lies adjacent to the village of Kiskimere and borders Kiskimere Road on the site's
southern border. The northwestern portion of the SLDA lies approximately 1000 feet from the
Kiskiminetas River. The re-routed gas line will be constructed along a 20-foot wide- ... --..... ...

approximate 3,000 foot-long right-of-way that parallels the security fence along southern
boundary of the SLDA. The'land area to be affected by the gas line re-routing is approximately
1.4 acres:.' Figure 2 on0'pige 4 shows the l6cation of the gas line and the boundary of the
SLDA overlain atop an aerial pho'ogr'aph. "Also,'twvo small equipment storage areas' (about 200
feet square, slightly less' than one acte each) will be used to store gas pipe, small rubber-tired
backhoes; and other eiqipmeint needed to construct the right of way. The location of these
temporary storage areas are highlighted and shown on Figure 3.
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Figure 1 Project Location Map

PA USGS Quadrangle Maps

B. Land Use
The project is located within a rural area of Arinstrong County. Lands within the

immediate proposed 20-foot right-of-way consist primarily of forested upland with limited
lengths of old-field vegetation containing dense patches of shrubs, small trees and forested
wetland. Land use along the gas line right-of-way consists of residential property along the
southwestern section and active farmland or forest along the remaining portions of the project
area (see Figure 2).
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C. Geology/hydrogeology/Soils
The geology and hydrogeology at the SLDA site is complex due to the presence of

extensive coalmines and several hydrogeologic zones. Surface soils southeast of the high wall
(shown on Figure 2), which would include the area for the gas line re-routing are described as
Rainsboro silt-loam, which is classified as deep and moderately well-drained silt loam with
moderately low permeability. The Rainsboro soils range in slope from less than 3 to 8 percent.
When these soils are disturbed, they present a moderate erosion hazard. These soils are prime
farmland soils. The land in the parcels identified for the gas line placement (next to the SLDA
security fence) are not farmed due to their nearness to the SLDA fence line, the lack of
sufficient space between the SLDA and Kiskimere Road along the southwest border, or because
the land is too wet from local drainage. An agricultural field drains toward the southeastern
border of the site.

The age of the near surface geological units in the SLDA site is typical of this region of
Pennsylvania. The units consist of sequences of sandstone, siltstone, claystone, shale, and coal.
Several coal seams underlie the site, the uppermost of which, known as the Upper Freeport Coal,
was strip mined and deep mined before 1950 within the boundaries of the SLDA. The mine
workings that underlie the site (approximately 80 feet below, the surface) consist of a
combination of room and pillar constructions and open mine haulage-ways. Potential collapse of
mine structures predominantly overlain by shale has been well documented and the site
conditions at the SLDA site may lead to eventual development of trough-type subsidence.

D. Fish and Wildlife Resources
Wildlife found in the project area would be typical of those that inhabit rural farmland

interspersed with narrow woodlots. Deer, fox, skunk, opossum, groundhogs, rabbits, raccoons,
squirrels, and numerous small mammals, such as bats, shrews, voles, mice, and a variety of
reptiles, would likely inhabit the area. In addition, turkey, pheasant, possibly quail, birds of prey
and numerous migratory and permanent resident songbirds, both grassland species as well as
those that utilize heavy brush and forested areas, would likely be found using the area for at least
part of their life-cycle requirements. Because the site is near the Kiskiminetas River, waterfowl
may also be found in the area. The wetland areas would also support amphibians and a host of
insects.

E. Floodplain
The project area does not lie within a floodplain

F. Vegetation
The vegetation located inside the SLDA security fence is primarily grassland that is

periodically mowed and forested areas along the southern and eastern border. The majority of
the SLDA was strip-mined at one time prior to its use as a disposal area for radioactive waste
products. The narrow strip of land where the gas line will be installed consists primarily of
forested upland habitat with some old-field vegetation and forested wetlands. Table 1 below
characterizes the vegetation on site as observed during a June 2006 field visit. The forested area
near Kiskimere Drive was mostly pole-sized timber, approximately 3 to 6 inches diameter breast
height. Larger diameter trees (mostly black cherry and red maple) were located at the southern-
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most portion of the project area. Some of these trees had diameters of 12 inches or more.
Throughout the project area the .overstory was dominated by black cherry and red maple and the
understory was dominated by spice bush.

Table 1 - Vegetation Along the Proposed Gas Line Right-of-Way
Common Name .Scientific Name . Notes:
Black Cherry Prunus serotina .. dominant in overstory.
Red Maple Acer rubrum ,.. dominant in oveDstory
White Ash Fraxinus americana sub-dominant
Sugar Maple , Acer saccharum
Sassafras Stssafras albidum , .. _.. _ '.-._. _.. _°

Hickory Carya sp.
Black Oak Quercus velutina
American Elm .. Ulm'u§ americana ",, ". ,.
Blackgum ;Nssasylvica
Blackberry ''Riibus dleghenienses
Poison Ivy Rhus'radicans ____""_"__"___.____._

Glossy Buckthorn. ' Rhamnus$alnus .
Multiflora Rose 'Rbsd •hIltiflora 'dominant in'bpen are~is
Privet LigUstrum sp....
Jewelweed " lmjhtiens capensis ' common throughout
Crownvetch Coronilla sp.
Garlic Mustard Alliaria petiolata .
May Apple Podophyllum peltatum'
Northern Spice Bush Lindera benzoin dominant shrub 1in understory
Jack-in-the-pulpit Arisaema tritihyllum•
Sourweed " Oxalis europea
Deertongue . Dichanithelihum clandestinum
Grape Vitissi ' ""

Aster Aster spp. '

Goldenrod " Solidagbsp:.

Virginia Creeper Parthenocissus quinquefolia
Common Cinquefoil Potentilla simplex
Seedbox Ludwigia alternafolia obligate wetland plant
Skunk Cabbage Symplocarpusfoetidus dbligate Wietlaid plant
Sedge Carex spp.
Common Rush Juncus effusus -

Boneset Eupatorium perfoliatum "
Burdock . Arcitium sp. " ' "
Marsh Fern Thelypteris palustris ' "
Sensitive Fern 'Onoclea sensibilis ... : "
Lady Fern Athyriuin sp. "
Groundberry Rubus sp. .
Woodland Strawberry Fragaria vesca
Smartweed Polygonum spp.
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G. Regulated Hazardous Contaminants (Federal, State, Local)
The 2005 Remedial Investigation Report conducted within the SLDA indicated that

radioactive waste materials on site are currently confined to the trenches in which they are buried
and there is little radio!ogical soil contamination outside the footprints of the ten trenches. The
radionuclides that are present within those trenches pose very little current public risk.

In 2008, the District completed a Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (ESA) on the
lands to be affected by the proposed gas line relocation. A review of historic and more recent
aerial photography and interviews with local residents knowledgeable about the properties to be
affected by the gas line installation indicated that land use along the proposed right-of-way has
not changed in the last 50 years. During the ESA-initiated site visit, no above-ground or
underground storage tanks were observed, no drums or containers were present, no solid waste
was evident, no pits, ponds or lagoons were observed and no other physical evidence of
contamination of any kind was observed. The ESA concluded that nc hazardous materials occur
along the proposed right-of-way, and no additional investigations are needed.

H. Hydrology
Since no permanent streams are affected by the gas line, this section is not applicable.

I. Water Quality
This section is not applicable.

J. Wetlands
District personnel identified wetlands along the proposed gas line right-of-way during a

June 2006 field investigation to characterize existing environmental conditions. Afterwards the
District formally delineated the wetlands through the use of a qualified contractor. A wetland
delineation report was prepared that noted the presence of two small "wet meadow" wetlands
within forested areas along the gas line right-of-way. The larger of the two wetlands, a 0.17 acre
wet meadow, is located in a forested area within the northern-most temporary work area
boundary outlined on Figure 3. The smaller 0.07 acre wet meadow is also located in a forested
area just southeast of the larger wetland. See Figure 4 below for approximate wetland locations.
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SOURCE: Leechburg and Vandergrift, PA
Digital Orthophotos. 1993. 5500 000 Feet
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K. Endangered Species (Federal, State)
The District conducted a Web-based Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Index (PNDI) search

of the site to be disturbed by the proposed gas line to determine the potential presence of Federal
or State listed endangered or threatened species or their habitat. The PNDI search conducted on
October 22, 2008 indicated that there are no endangered or threatened species or their habitat
present in the project area. A copy of the PNDI search form is attached as Exhibit 1 for
information.

L. Cultural Resources (historic and archeological)
The Oak Ridge National Laboratory completed an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

for the decommissioning of the SLDA site. During preparation of that EIS, the laboratory
coordinated with the Pennsylvania Bureau for Historic Preservation (BHP). A letter from the
Bureau dated May 9, 1995 indicating that no cultural resources were located within the boundary
of the SLDA. A copy of that letter is attached for information as Exhibit 2. Since completion of
that EIS, the boundary of the site has been enlarged to include additional area south of the
SLDA's original southern border. It is in this location that the proposed permanent easement to
place the new gas line is located. Because the area of the new gas line relocation had not been
reviewed by the state for cultural resources, a new letter asking for comments on the gas line
right-of-'way was submitted to the BHP. They responded by letter dated October 16, 2006
stating that the gas line installation would not affect any cultural resources. A copy of this letter
is attached as Exhibit 3.

M. Scenic Rivers

There are no scenic rivers in the project area

N. ,Air Quality

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency air quality data for September, 2006 for
Armstrong County indicates that it is in a non-attainment status for ozone. The standard for
ozone is 0.08 parts per million (ppm) for an 8 hour average. In 2006, the highest 8-hour average
ozone measurement for the County was 0.086 ppm.

At the SLDA site itself, air monitoring was conducted by Atlantic Richfield
Company/Babcock and Wilcox during site characterization field activities that had the potential
for generating airborne contaminants between 1990 and 1994. No airborne radiological
contamination was created or measured during the field activities according a site
characterization report completed by Atlantic Richfield Company in 1995.

More recently, in 2002, BWX Technologies initiated air monitoring at four stations
located on and near the SLDA site. Air samples from the four stations are taken monthly by
Pace Analytical Services, Inc., of Madison, Pennsylvania; the samples are analyzed for gross
alpha and gross beta/gamma activity by Earth Science Consultants, Inc., of Export,
Pennsylvania. The results of the testing indicate that none of the samples exceed the maximum
allowable Derived Air Concentration limits for either gross alpha or gross beta/gamma activity
set forth in 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B.

10
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0. Noise
Any background noise present in the area originates primarily from light automobile and

truck traffic along the local roads. From a noise perspective, the project site is comparable to a
quiet residential area. The nearest residents in Kiskimere are along Mary Street (also known as
Kiskimere Road) which is directly across the street from the border fence where the gas line will
be installed (see Figure 2). The nearest school (Leechburg Area Jr/Sr High School) is
approximately 1.1 miles west northwest of that portion of the site boundary nearest the
Kiskiminetas River.

P. Socio-economic Profile
Parks Township, where the SLDA is located, had a population of 2,754 based upon the

latest Bureau of Census data (2000). Of this population, the median age was 41.1 years with
18.4% of the population (507 persons) over age 65. The national average of persons over age 65
is 12.4%. The population is'95.2 % white, 3.2% black, and 1.6% some other race. About 79%
of the population graduated High School, and 8.2% had a bachelors degree or higher. The
median family income in 1999 dollars was $37,827; per capita income in 1999 dollars was
$13,818. One hundred families (12.6% of the population) and 413 individuals (15.1% of the
population) were listed as being below the poverty level, which is higher than the national
average of 9.2% for families and 12.4% for individuals.

Q. Aesthetics
The route of the gas line around the border fence is primarily forested but includes a

small section of dense old-field vegetation adjacent to Kiskimere Road. It is obvious by the size
of the timber that the area was previously logged and that much of the forested area is relatively
young second or third-growth timber. The aesthetics of the old-field vegetation is poor. In these
old-field areas the underbrush brush is dense, consisting mostly of herbaceous growth. Based
upon the type of vegetation present, it appears that these brushy areas are mowed or cleared on a
semi-regular basis. The aesthetic character of the forested area ranges from fair to good,
depending upon the size of the trees and the density of the understory. Where the understory is
sparse and the overstory is dense the aesthetics are pleasing (See photos below).

riiULU z - rUIeSLeU Urea aUiilg VUfUue MIeii
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R. Transportation

Only rural, two-lane roads are located near the SLDA project site: they are Kiskimere
Road, which runs adjacent to the gas line for approximately 1,000 feet, and Route 66, which
parallels the Kiskiminetas River and lies about 1,500 feet from the northern most border of the
SLDA. See Figure 2. No roads or access are present on the site's northern side.

III. PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

A. Alternative 1 - No Action
Under the No Action Alternative, the gas line would remain operational and left in place.

The problem with this alterative is that the gas line runs so near the trenches in the SLDA that
portions of it may have become contaminated by the radioactive materials. Therefore, to clean
up the site will also require the removal of the gas line lying near the trenches. Moreover,
because of the nearness of the line to the trenches, the danger of accidentally rupturing the line
and causing an explosion during trench excavations is real. For these reasons, the alternative of
No Action was determined to be unacceptable.

B. Alternative 2 - Gas Line Abandonment
Under Alternative 2, the gas line would be shut down and abandoned. This alternative

permits the gas line within the SLDA to be removed along with all of the other contaminated
materials. The problem with this scenario is that the present gas line services the village of
Kiskimere, and there is no other nearby source of natural gas. Because of this shortcoming,
Alternative 2 was not selected.

C. Alternative 3 - Reroute Gas Line Through The SLDA
Under this alternative, the gas line would simply be rerouted through the SLDA at a safe

distance away from the existing trenches. This alternative would allow the present gas line to be
shut off, and gas service would be provided to the village of Kiskimere through the rerouted line.
The problem with this alternative is cost. Because the SLDA is a United States Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC),listed and regulated disposal site, placing anything below the
surface would require an immense amount of research, testing, and special construction
techniques to meet current regulations. This would delay the project for many months and would
be potentially cost-prohibitive. Although feasible, a timelier, cost effective solution was
investigated.

D. Alternative 4 - Recommended Plan
Under this alternative, the present gas line would be shut down, and a new line would be

constructed around the SLDA to provide natural gas service to the residents of Kiskimere. This
alternative would reroute the gas line just outside and parallel to the present border fence along
the site's southern boundary. Under this alternative, the additional real estate needed to lay the
gas line would be acquired through a permanent easement. This alternative this would permit the
existing gas line to be removed while providing a source of natural gas to the village of
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Kiskimere through the rerouted line in a timely, cost effective manner. Because of its obvious
benefits, Alternative 4 was adopted as the recommended plan.

IV. Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action

A. Land Use
Other than requiring some clearing of trees and brush to lay the pipeline, the land use of

the proposed right-of-way to lay the gas line under the proposed plan would not change.

B. Physiography/Geology/Soils
A narrow four-foot deep trench is all that is needed to lay the pipeline. This limited

amount of excavation will cause.no significant adverse effects to physiography, geology or soils.

C. Fish and Wildlife Resources
During construction, the disturbances caused by vegetation clearing, the presence of

contractor personnel, and operating mechanized equiprmient (likely a "ditch-witch" or small
backhoe) would temporarily disturb and displace resident wildlife. After construction, the
disturbed area would quickly re-vegetate and provide' excellent habitat for wildlife. No long
term significant effects to wildlife would occur from the proposed action.

D. Floodplain
The section is not applicable since the project is not in a floodplain.

E. Vegetation
Vegetation would be temporarily removed along the ditch line where the new gas line

will be placed. Once the pipeline is put in place, the ground surface will be seeded with a quick
growing grass mixture to minimize chances for erosion. Natural seeding from the surrounding
plant community will volunteer and eventually dominate the right of way. Currently,
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection (PADEP) requires regular mowing of the
area on the outside of the SLDA border fence to keep vegetation under control. It is apparent
that some semi-regular vegetation clearing has been accomplished along the fence line, but based
upon the old field type vegetation and forested areas present, actual clearing activity has been
infrequent (see Photos 1 and 2). The proposed action will not cause any significant adverse
effects to vegetation.

F. Regulated Hazardous Contaminants (Federal, State, Local)
The area to be affected by the gas pipeline relocation has been determined to be free of

any hazardous, toxic or radiological waste. Therefore, the excavation work required to install the
pipeline will not expose or release any harmful materials.

G. Hydrology
The gas line placement will not affect any permanent streams.

13
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H. Water Quality
This section is not applicable.

I. Wetlands

The wetlands on-site will be temporarily affected by the excavation to place the gas line.
Wetland vegetation would be cleared away, but the drainage conditions that created the wetland
will remain largely unchanged. Soils removed from the gas line construction will be used as fill
to re-bury the line. Precautions will be taken, such as placing clay plugs along the gas line to
ensure that gas line placement will not drain the wetlands, and the existing ground contours will
be preserved. Consequently, once the pipeline is buried, wetland vegetation would quickly re-
establish. Any wetland impacts caused by the pipeline would be temporary and not significant.
Because this action is covered under the State Programmatic General Permit (SPGP-5), no
separate Department of the Army permit or Section 401 Water Quality Certification from the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection is required.

J. Endangered Species (Federal, State)
No Federal or state listed endangered or threatened species or species of concern are

located in the vicinity of the gas line.

K. Cultural Resources (Historic, Archeological)

The project will not adversely affect any extant historical or archaeological resources.

L. Scenic Rivers
This section is not applicable

M. Air Quality

Air quality would not be significantly affected by the proposed gas line relocation
project. The only effect would be exhaust from mechanized equipment working in the area, such
as a backhoe, ditch witch or trucks. The local air quality impacts from this type of equipment
operating in a rural area would be too small to measure.

N. Noise

Noise from the equipment operating near the village of Kiskimere could be bothersome
to the residents. The noise inherent to gas and diesel engines and excavating equipment cannot
be eliminated. Other than to make sure all mufflers are in good working order nothing else can
be practicably done to reduce noise levels other than to restrict operating times to ensure no work
is done at night.

0. Socio-economic Resources/Environmental Justice
Placing the gas line is a relatively simple construction action that will take only a week or

two to complete. The action would have no impact either positive or negative on the socio-
economic conditions of the local area.
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The only residential area that would be affected by the proposed project is the adjacent
village of Kiskimere. Given that the project would not cause any significant adverse social or
economic impacts and will not involve the release of any hazardous, toxic, or radioactive
materials, this project will not have any disproportionately high and adverse human health or
environmental effects on low-income populations, minority populations, or Indian tribes.

P. Aesthetics
No long term significant effects to aesthetics are anticipated from the proposed work.

Q. Transportation
There may be some very slight delays caused by slow moving trucks on Kiskimere Road

during construction of the pipeline. Given, that traffic in theý area is relatively light due to its rural
nature, any short term delays caused. by construction or truck traffic, would be minimal.-

R. Cumulative Impacts of Proposed Action
The Council on Environmental Quality's (CEQ) regulations for implementing the

National Environmental, Policy Act (NEPA).define cumulative effects as, "'the impact on the
environment which results from the incremental impact of the action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non-
federal) or person undertakes such other actions (40 CFR §1508.7),-. Cumulativeeffects
assessments focus upon the beneficial and adverse impacts that past present and potential future
actions could have on the ecosystem and human community being affected by an action.

In simple terms, a cumulative effects analysis considers the impacts of a proposed action
in relation to what else is occurring, has occurred, or potentially may occur in a given project
area. To keep a cumulative effect analysis meaningful, bounds must be set to establish a
reasonable time frame and impact area. For this project, the impact area considered is the
boundary around the SLDA site. A rough time frame for future actions would be 50 years after
construction.

1.) Past and Present and Future Actions

For the gas line relocation project, past actions relate to the original use of the property
during the time radioactive waste was disposed at the SLDA site. Present actions relate to the
effects of laying a gas line along the perimeter of the SLDA site. Reasonably foreseeable future
actions refer to those actions by others that could occur within this gas line right of way after the
line is installed. For this analysis cumulative effects are described for vegetation, wildlife,
wetlands, aesthetics, traffic and noise. This discussion is necessarily qualitative since future
actions are based upon a mixture of professional judgment and common sense rather than on
specific quantifiable impacts, such as acres of habitat lost or gained.

2.) Cumulative Effects of Proposed Action
To facilitate ease of reading, the cumulative effects analysis is presented on the following

page in a simple table format.
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______________Cumulative Effects Assessment
Resource Past Actions + Present Actions Future Actions = Cumulative

+ ________Effects

Vegetation The vegetation at one Vegetation within the The right-of-way may Vegetation will re-
time was completely right of way and lay be periodically mowed establish on the lay
removed due to strip down areas will be by the Dominion Gas down areas as well as
mining, farming and cleared as needed. Company who owns along the right of way.
timbering. Forested After completion, the gas line. This will Cumulative Effect -

areas have since re- vegetation will simply .reate an edge None
established. reestablish, effect that is useful for
Impact - Positive Impact - Minor wildlife.

Impact - None

Wildlife The gas line route has The gas line route will Due to the nearness of The area will continue
been mowed be cleared causing the project to the to provide usefuil
occasionally to control temporary impacts. In SLDA, the site will wildlife habitat.
brush at the fence line, the long term, remain undeveloped. Cumulative Effect -
Impact - None vegetation will re- Impact - Positive None

establish.
Impact - Minor

Wetlands The small wetlands Construction will Wetlands will continue The wetlands will
provide good habitat temporarily eliminate, to provide habitat remain and continue to
for wildlife and various wetland vegetation because the site will function as they had in
wetland plants. that will quickly re- likely remnain as it is in the past.
Impact - Positive establish because an undeveloped state. Cumulative Impact-

wetland hydrology Impact - Positive Positive
and soils will remain
unaffected.
Impact - None

Aesthetics The area to be affected Vegetation will be Vegetation will re- Cumulative Impact -
has been undeveloped cleared from the right establish and aesthetics None
for at least 50 years of way and lay down will once again be

areas. similar to pre-project
Impact - Positive Impact -Minor conditions.

Impact - Positive

Traffic Traffic has normally Any small increase in After the project is Cumulative Impact -
been light in this rural traffic caused by completed, all None
area. construction would be construction related
Impact - None temporary. traffic will cease. No

Impact: Minor future development in
this area is expected.
Impact: None

Noise The area has always Exhaust and After construction, Cumulative Impact -
been rural and equipment noise noise levels will revert None
relatively quiet generated from to pre-project

construction will be conditions. Since no
Impact - Positive temporary future development is

Impact - Minor expected no additional
sources of noise is
expected to arise.
Impact - Positive

As can be seen in the above summary table, the gas line installation is not expected to
cause any significant cumulative environmental impacts.

D.

0
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V. Status of Environmental Compliance with Environmental
Protection Statutes
Table 2 below lists the Federal Statutes with which the Corps of Engineers must comply.

TABLE 2 - COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL STATUTES

FEDERAL STATUTES No-action Recommended Plan

Archeological and Historic Preservation Act FC FC
as amended, 16 U.S.C. 469, e .

Clean Air Act FC FC
as amended, 42 U.S.C. 7401, etse_.

Clean Water Act (Federal Water Pollution Control FC FC
Act) as amended, 336 U.S.C. 1251, seg.
Endangered Species Act FC FC

as amended, 16 U.S.C. 1531, etLseq.
Federal Water Project Recreation Act NA NA

as amended, 16 U.S.C. 406-1 (12), e.
Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act FC FC

as amended, 16 U.S.C. 661, et sea._
Land and Water Conservation Fund Act FC FC

as amended, 16 U.S.C. 4601-4601-11, etseq.
National Environmental Policy Act FC FC**

as amended, 42 U.S.C. 4321, e.seA.
National Historic Preservation Act FC FC

as amended, 16 U.S.C. 470a, et Sea.
Rivers and Harbors Act, 33 U.S.C. 401, et seg. NA NA

Rivers and Harbors Act, 91 U.S.C. 122, et se . NA NA

Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act, FC FC
16 U.S.C. 1001, e "se .

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act NA NA
as amended, 16 U.S.C. 1271, et sea.

EXECUTIVE ORDERS, MEMORANDA, ETC..,
Floodplain Management (E.O. 11988) NA NA

Protection of Wetlands (E.O. 11990) FC FC

Protection of Children (E.O. 13045) FC FC

Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and FC FC
Low-Income Populations (E.O. 12898)
Analysis of Impacts on Prime and Unique Farmland FC FC

State And Local Policies FC FC

FC - full compliance; NA - not applicable
**Full compliance achieved after the District Engineer signs the FONSI.

To meet the requirements of the Endangered Species Act, a WEB-based PNDI search
was conducted to determine the presence of Federal or state listed endangered or threatened
species. The requirements of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act have been
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fulfilled through coordination with the Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Officer.
Executive Order 11990, protection of wetlands, has been fulfilled through the identification and
delineation of the wetlands and determination that the work is covered by a State Programmatic
General Permit.

VI. Public Coordination
The following agencies and organizations were mailed copies of the Environmental

Assessment and Draft FONSI for review and comment.

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
U.S Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
Pennsylvania State Historic Preservation Office
Pennsylvania Game Commission
Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
Apollo Memorial Public Library
Armstrong County Emergency Management Agency
County, State and Federal Elected Officials and Private Citizens

VII. Conclusion
Based upon an analysis of the alternatives, the recommended plan, Alternative 4,

provides the most logical and most efficient method of supplying natural gas to the residents of
Kiskimere without impacting the contaminated SLDA. The recommended plan will cause no
long term significant adverse effects and only some very minor, short term disturbances due
primarily to inherent noise associated with operating construction equipment.
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PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20081022163872
Project Name: Shallow Lands Disposal Area Update 2008
Date: 10/22/2008 8:16:35 AM

Project Location
Location Accuracy

Project locations are assumed to be both
precise and accurate for the purposes of
environmental review. The creator/owner of the

PennsyvaniaProject Review Receipt is solely responsible for
the project location and thus the correctness of

./othe Project Review Receipt content.

A0 Known Impacts

7 -Under the Following Agencies' Jurisdiction:

Project Name: Shallow Lands Disposal Area Update 2008

On Behalf Of: Federal Agency
Project Search ID: 20081022163872
Date: 10/22/2008 8:16:27 AM
# of Potential Impacts: 0
Jurisdictional Agency:
Project Category: Energy Storage, Production, and Transfer,Energy
Transfer, Pipeline (e.g., gas, oil) - NEW (construction of new line in a new
location)
Project Location
Decimal Degrees: 40.62332 N, -79.58004 W
Degrees Minutes Seconds: 400 37' 24" N, 790 34' 48.2" W
Lambert: -438503.91343000, 594775.78045242 ft
ZIP Code: 15690
County: Armstrong
Township/Municipality: PARKS
USGS 7.5 Minute Quadrangle ID: 724
Quadrangle Name: VANDERGRIFT
Project Length: 3640.5 feet

Page 1 of 4 APPLICANT INITIALS: -K/,/

EXHIBIT 1



PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20081022163872
Project Name: Shallow Lands Disposal Area Update 2008
Date: 10/22/2008 8:16:35 AM

• • , . .

Pennsylvania Natural Diversity Inventory (PNDI) records do NOT indicate any
known impacts on special concern species and resources within the project
area. DEP requires a signed copy of this receipt with permit applications
being submitted as indication that an environmental review has been
conducted and completed. See, DEP PNDI policy at
www.riatutalhedtage.state.pa.us for more information.

• , . . ,'; .. . 4 ,. .. '

Based on the information you provided, no further coordination is required by
the Pennsylvania Game Commission, the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat'
Commission, or the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources with regard to special concern species, natural communities, or
outstanding geologic features. This response does not reflect potential
agency concerns regarding impacts to other ecological resources, such as
wetlands. ', •.

Based on the project-specific information you provided, no impacts to
federally listed, proposed, or candidate species are anticipated. Therefore, no
further consultation under the Endangered Species Act (87,Stat: 884, as
amended; 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq. is required with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. Because no take of federally listed species is anticipated, none is
authorized. For a list of species that could occur in your project area (but have
not been documented in PNDI), please see the county lists of threatened,
endangered, and candidate species. A.field:visit or. survey. may reveal
preyiously undocumented populations of one or. more threatened or
endangered species with a project area. If it is determined that any federally
listed species occur in your project area, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
requires that you initiate consultation to identify and resolve any conflicts. This
response does notreflect potential Fish and Wildlife Service concerns under
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act or other authorities.

These determinations were based on the project-specific information you

Page 2 of 4 APPLICAN

provided, including the exact project location; the project type, description,
and features; and any responses to questions that were generated during this
search. If any of the information you provided does not accurately reflect this
project,or if project plans.cha'nge, DEP and the jurisdictional agencies require
that another PNDIlreview be conducted. .

This response represents the most up-to-date summary of the PNDI
data files and is good for one(1) year from the date of this PNDI Project
Environmental Review Receipt.

DISCLAIMER

The PNDI environmental review website is a preliminary environmental
screening tool. It is not a substitute for information obtained from a field
surveg of the project area conducted by a biologist. Such surveys may reveal
previously undocumented populations of species of special concem. In
aýddition, the PNDI only contains information about species occurrences thathvattbeen _._ to thePennsylvania Natural Heritage Program.

TERMS OF USE

Upon'signing into the PNDI environmental review website, and as a condition
of using it, you agreed to.certain terms of use. These are as follows:

The web site is intended solely for the purpose of screening projects for
potential impacts on resources of special concern in accordance with the
instructions provided on the web site. Use of the web site for any other
purpose or in any other way is prohibited and subject to criminal prosecution
under federal and state law, including but not limited to the following:
Compuiier Fradbd and Abuse Act of 1986, as amended, 18 U.S.C. A§ 1030;
Pennsylvania Crimes Code, A§ 4911 (tampering with public records or
information), A§ 7611 (unlawful use of computer and other computer crimes),
A§ 7612 (disruption of service), A§ 7613 (computer theft), A§ 7614 (unlawful
duplication), and A§ 7615 (computer trespass).

IT INITIALS: L&-
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PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20081022163872
Project Name: Shallow Lands Disposal Area Update 2008
Date: 10/22/2008 8:16:35 AM

The PNHP reserves the right at any time and without notice to modify or
suspend the web site and to terminate or restrict access to it.

The terms of use may be revised from time to time. By continuing to use the
web site after changes to the terms have been posted, the user has agreed to
accept such changes.

This review is based on the project information that was entered. The
jurisdictional agencies and DEP. require that the review be redone if the
project area, location, or the type of. project changes. If additional information
on species of special concern becomes available, thisre',iew may be
reconsidered by the jurisdictionalagency. .

PRIVACY and SECURITY: ..... .

This web site operates on a Commonwealth of Pennsylvania computer
system. It. maintains. a record of each environmental review search result as
well as contact information for the! project applicantx.These records are"
maintained for internal tracking purposes. Information collected in this
application will be made available only to the jurisdictional agencies and to
the Department of Environmental Protection,;except if-required'for law
enforcement purposesAE"see pariagraph below~.u, . •.

This system is monitored to ensure proper operation, to verify the functioning
of applicable security features, and for other like purposes-Anyonelusing this
system'consents to such monitoring and. is advised that if such. rhonitoring
reveals evidence of possible criminal activity, system personnel miay: provide
the evidence, to law enforcement officials.- See Terms of Use.
Print this Project Review Receipt using your Internet browser's print
function and.keep it as a record of your search. .

Signatur9: 2)Wzi. K_.

Project applicant on whose behalf this search'was conducted:

APPLICANT'

Contact Name: '01

Address: 1 /000.

City, S ate, Zip: _.._-_ --

Phone:/ Z3Q.$- 7,2W0

Email:' . lz4a4~ecw ,

PERSON CONDUCTING SEARCH (if no• applicant),. " .. , ,

C o ita c t N a m e", , , • _ _ _ .. .. ._ _.. .. .. .. .._ .

Add *res .:' . .. .

City; Sta e, ;Zip : " ' ... .

*hne .. . ......

The following contact information is for the agencies involved in this
PehnsyOania N~tbiral Diversity?' -n en't'ry environmental review process.
Plnase rtad this .eire receipt carerdu, as it contains instructions for how to
conta.t these agen6ries rr f0'rther review of this particular project.

..- 
. .;. .. ,.. ;i .• ;., -

Date:

Page 3 of 4 APPLICANT INITIALS: ___ __ __
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PNDI Project Environmental Review Receipt
Project Search ID: 20081022163872
Project Name: Shallow Lands Disposal Area Update 2008
Date: 10/22/2008 8:16:35 AM
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Conamonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Comnmission

-~a iw~fiauzhmdmvý
Post Ofre Box 1026

Hamsbuzg. Pennsylvania 17108-1026

May 9, 1995

TO EXPEDITE REVIEW USE
BHP REFERENCE NUMBER

Barbara M. Vogt
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
Post Office Box 2008
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831

Re: File No. ER 95-2160-005-A
NRC, Environmental Impact
Statement for Decommissioning
Shallow Land Disposal Area
Parks Twp., Armstrong Co.

Dear Ms. Vogt:

The Bureau ror Historic Preservation (the State
Historic Preservation Office) has reviewed the above named

. project in accordance with Section 106 of the National -
Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended in 1980 and
1992, and the regulations (36 CFR Part 800) of the Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation. These requirements
include consideration of the project's potential effect upon
both historic and archaeological resources.

Based on our survey files, which include both archaeo-
logical sites and standing structures, there are no National
Register eligible or listed historic or archaeological
properties in the area of this proposed project. The~efore,
your responsibility for consultation for this project is
complete. Should you become aware, from any source, that
historic or archaeological properties are located at or near
the project site, please notify the Bureau for Historic
Preservation at (717) 783-8946.

Kurt W. Carr, Chief
Division of Archaeology &
Protection

KC/tmw

)
.9B-3 NUREG- 7673.
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Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission

Bureau for Historic Preservation
Commonwealth Keystone Building, 2nd Floor

400 North Street
Harrisburg, PA 17120-0093
www.phmc.state.pa.us

" .October 16, 2006

-Curtis N. Meeder" . • .... .
US'Army CorpsofEngineers

• :.,Pittsburgh District. . : , • . ,.", . ,, •,

. William S. Moorhead Federal Building.................. •............... .......
.1000 LibertyAvenue. , ". .
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4186

Re:. File No.. ER 95-2160-005-C
'" * " DOD: Re-Route Approx. 3,000 Feet of

Natural Gas Pipeline Along Outer
' 'Boundiry of Shallow Land Disposal

Area, Parks Twp. Armsirong Co.

Dear Mr. Meeder:

•.,! .. .The Bureau forjistoric Preservation (the State, Historic Preservation Office) has
reviewed the above named project in accordance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended in 1980 and, 1992i and the regulations (36 CFR Part
800) of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation. These requirements include
consideration of the project's potential effect upon both historic and archaeological
resources.

There may'be historic buildings and/or sti-ucitureseligible for the National

Register of Historic Places located'in the project area. However, due to the nature of the
activity, it is our opinion that there will be no effect on these properties. Should the
applicant become aware, from any source, that unidentified historic resources are located
at the project site, or that the project activities will have'an effect on these properties, the
Bureau for Historic Preservation should be contactedimnmediately.

*. . Inour opinion no archaeological investigations are necessary in this project area.

If you need further information in this -matter please consult Susan Zacher at
(71ý7) 783-9920. - ....

.. .. .. ... -, , Sincerely,

, . "" . . . .- ;.

Douglas C: McLearen, Chief
Division of Archaeology &
Protection.

DCMltmw . .
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DRAFT
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

For the Relocation of.-a Natural Gas Line
At the

Shallow Land Disposal Area
Parks Township, Armstrong County, Pennsylvania

1. In accordance with ER 200-2-2, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Pittsburgh District
(District) prepared an Environmental Assessment (EA) in response to the National ;
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) for the relocation of a natural gas line at the Shallow Land
Disposal Area (SLDA) located in Parks Township, Armstrong County, Pennsylvainia. The
SLDA is a United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission licensed site that con'taliis buried
radioactive waste materials.

2. By Section 8143(a)(2ý .ofPubliL'taw 107-117 (January 10, 2002) Congress authorized the
Corps of Engineerst) '",clehnup ifadioactive waste" at the SLDA, consistent with the
Memorandum of Understanding betfween the Corps and the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission dated July 5,2001, and.Aubject to Public Law 106-60, Section 611, subsections (b)
through (e).

3. The Pittsburgh District completed a remedial invegtigationireport in 2005 that characterized
the radioactive materials buried on site, and in 2006 the %District completed'a feasibility study that
described various altematiVes;to r~ii'iediate the'radiodictive materials. '

4. An active natural ga-s line that serves the village 6fKi~kimere crisses the SLDA adjacent to a
zone where contaminated materials are buried in trenches. Because this portion of the gas line
may also be contaminated, it will be removed as part of the, SLDA clean-up program. To
provide continuing gas service, a new service line must be Installed before the present line can be
turned off and removed..,

5. The EA describes alternative, solutions for thegas line-relocation as well as expected
environmental impacts. The alternatives.include: -1),No Action, 2) abandoning the gas line and
shutting it down, 3) re-routing the gas line on a portion of the SLDA property that is not
contaminated, and 4) relocating ýthe gas'lihue off site' -The No Action' alteinative was determined
unacceptable because the gas line must be shut down and removed to safely and effectively clean
up the site, and this line provides ihe'sole source of gas ýfor the1esidentsbof Kiskimere. Similarly,
abandoning and turning off the gas line was judged unacceptable becau 'e this alternafive would
not supply gas to Kiskimere. Relocating the gas line on SLDA property was determined feasible
but was determined to be too costly(due to stringent NRC requirements) and untimely (it would
take many months of site testing and analysis to pass all the NRC clearance hurdles). Because of
the shortcomings of the first three alternatives, the District recommended the fourth alternative,
re-routing the gas line around the site.

6. The gas line right-of-way will affect a narrow, 20-foot swath of land approximately 3,000 feet
long, totaling 1.2 acres that lies adjacent and parallel to the existing SLDA border fence. In
addition, two small (200'x 200') equipment lay-down areas, approximately 0.9 acres each, will
be required to store gas line, small excavation equipment, and work trucks. The project as
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described in the EA would cause no long term, significant adverse impacts to land use, local
aesthetics, vegetation, wildlife, socio-economic conditions, or cultural resources. The proposed
work will not adversely affect any Federally or state-listed threatened or endangered species or
critical habitat. Two small jurisdictional wetlands, 0.17 and 0.07 acres, identified along the right
of way will be temporarily affected by the proposed pipeline placement. These wetlands will re-
establish after the work is completed. The work in the wetlands is covered under the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania's State Programmatic General Permit No. 5.

7. The EA for the gas line relocation was circulated to all appropriate Federal and State agencies
and other interested groups and private citizens for review and comment. The EA indicated that
no significant adverse environmental impacts would result from the proposed work. The
proposed gas line relocation will permit the clean up of the SLDA to commence in a timely
fashion and will ensure uninterrupted natural gas service for the residents of Kiskimere.

8. In light of the general public interest, I have determined that the work will not constitute a
major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human environment within the
meaning of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969. Accordingly, I have reasonably
concluded that an Environmental Impact Statement covering the proposed work is not required.

9. This finding of No Significant Impact precedes the agency's final decision concerning this
project.

Date:
Michael P. Crall
Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Engineer
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